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Senior Division: Problems 2

S1. The diagram shows a regular hexagon
with its diagonals drawn and six circles
fitted into the regions created.  What
fraction of the circumscribing circle is
shaded?

S2. Forty cylindrical tubes, each with diameter one inch and equal
lengths, are packed as shown snugly in 5 rows of 8 each in a box
so that they may be transported without rattling.  Show that the
box could be repacked with forty-one of the same sized
cylindrical tubes. Will they now rattle?

S3. A regular tetrahedron and a regular
octahedron have edges of the same length.
Find the ratio of their volumes.  

S4. A stall at a Farmers’ Market sells chocolate truffles, tablet and Turkish delight. Each is sold per piece
and the price of each is different. A customer purchased as many pieces of each sweet as its price per
sweet in pence and paid an average of 7p per sweet.

Truffles cost the most, tablet costs less and Turkish delight is the cheapest. Turkish delight costs at
least 4p per piece. One of tablet or Turkish delight costs 3p less than a truffle. 

The customer spent less than £1.50.  How many of each kind of sweet did he buy?



S5. The diagram shows a Magic Star, which is similar
to a Magic Square, the numbers 1 to 10 have to be
placed in the circles so that the sum of the
numbers on each line is the same.  Prove that this
cannot be done.

END OF PROBLEM SET 2


